With a Special Session: “Academic and Business Collaboration: Innovative BI”

June 25-28, 2012, Cavtat / Dubrovnik, Croatia
http://iti.srce.unizg.hr/

ORGANIZER
University of Zagreb
University Computing Centre

IEEE Region 8
IEEE Croatia Section
IEEE Croatia Computer Chapter

TOPICS OF INTEREST
• Special Topic: “Academic and Business Collaboration: Innovative BI”
• Networking, Grids, Middleware and Distributed Platforms
• Business Intelligence, Information Systems and Databases
• Knowledge Management and Collaboration Systems
• Human Computer Interaction
• Technology Enhanced Education
• Information Technology in Business and Government
• Data Mining, Statistics and Economics
• Modeling, Innovativeness and Optimization
• Theory of Computing, Computing Methodologies and Software Engineering

The aim of the ITI Conference is to promote the communication and interaction among researchers involved in the development and application of methods and techniques within the broad framework of information and communication technology. It seeks papers that will advance the state of the art in the field, and foster increased interaction among academic, engineering and business communities.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
• Gezjinus J. Hidding
  Associate Professor in I.S.
  School of Business Administration,
  Loyola University Chicago, Illinois, USA
• Clyde W. Holsapple
  Fellow of the Decision Sciences Institute &
  Rosenthal Endowed Chair in Management Systems
  Gatton College of Business and Economics,
  University of Kentucky, USA
• Johann Stiller
  Professor of Mathematics
  University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Vienna, Austria
• Joseph S. Valacich
  Professor of MIS
  Department of Management Information Systems,
  The University of Arizona, USA

Special Event: Statistics for Engineers Workshop
• Richard D. De Veaux
  Professor of Statistics
  Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Bronfman Science Center,
  Williams College, Massachusetts, USA

Full list of keynote speakers to be announced at the ITI web.

LANGUAGE
The official Conference language is English.

deadlines
January 16, 2012   Full papers / Poster abstracts
March 28, 2012   Notification of acceptance
April 15, 2012   Final papers / Poster abstracts (revised)
April 25, 2012   Fee payment for authors
May 20, 2012   Early registration fee
May 20, 2012   Hotel reservation and deposit

correspondence
srce
UNIVERSITY OF ZAGREB - UNIVERSITY COMPUTING CENTRE
STUDIJE TEHNIČKIH OVCIJETI - KVADRAT I. 2000. HR-10000 Zagreb, Croatia
Tel: +385 1 616 55 95, Fax: +385 1 616 55 91, e-mail: iti@srce.hr
url: http://iti.srce.unizg.hr/
CONFERENCE STRUCTURE

- Keynote lectures
- Special sessions
- Poster sessions
- Panel discussions
- Tutorials / Workshops
- Best student papers competition / award*
- Hardware / Software presentations
- BOF (Birds-of-a-Feather) sessions
- School of Biometrics

*see criteria at: http://iti.srce.unizg.hr/index.php/ITI/index/pages/view/student

SOCIAL EVENTS**

- Welcome Cocktail with Light Dinner
- ITI Night Club Party
- ITI Excursion
- ITI Conference Dinner
- Conference Lunches
- Conference Coffee Breaks
- “K&K” - “Kava” (coffee) with Keynote Speakers

** all social events are included in conference regular registration fee

BIOSTAT SYMPOSIUM 2012
19th Meeting of Researchers in Biometrics / Statistics
June 25-28, 2012, Cavtat / Dubrovnik, Croatia

BIOSTAT Topics:
- Data Visualization
- Space Reduction Methods
- Prediction and Classification
- Computationally Intensive Methods
- Time and Space Modeling, etc.

17th School of Biometrics

Co-organizers

HBMD Croatian Biometric Society
SRCE - University Computing Centre

For news, updates and all other information including instructions for authors, registration and accommodation reservation please use ITI web at http://iti.srce.unizg.hr/